Prison Conditions are Working Conditions
An estimated 800,000 people work in American prisons and jails across the country. Workers in prisons range
from uniformed corrections officers walking along cell blocks to the civilian staff which usually includes nurses,
therapists, cooks and educators. Too often, overcrowding, understaffing and budget cuts result in dangerous
conditions that put workers and prisoners alike in jeopardy.
Overcrowding and Understaffing
The combined problems of overcrowding and
understaffing in America’s prisons and jails are a
significant threat to the health and safety of anyone
who spends time inside a correctional facility. As of
2014, 17 states had more people imprisoned than
the correctional institutions had capacity for,
leading to dangerously overcrowded facilitiesi.
States have also seen steady increases in
understaffing and numbers of open correction
officer positionsii.
Private prisons have additional incentives to hire
fewer staff. A federal judge recently found private
prison operator CCA in contempt of court for failing
to adequately address severe staffing shortages at
the Idaho Correctional Centeriii and problems with
the facility were so rampant that state cancelled
CCA’s contract and is now running the prison with
public employees, instead of contractors.iv
Stress and Burnout
Workers who make their living behind bars often
experience high rates of stress and correctional
officers at the most crowded prisons report the
highest levels of stress and fear of inmates.v Not
only is this stress unhealthy for the individual
employees, leading to serious medical problems like
heart disease and hypertensionvi, burnout and

stress can also lead to unsafe correctional facilities
and contribute to higher turnover rates and lower
productivity.vii
Mental Illness
Many advocates and experts have been rightly
concerned about the lack of appropriate services
for inmates who suffer from mental illness and, by
some accounts, now account for 50 percent of all
people currently incarceratedviii. Correctional staff
regularly interacts with a population that is
suffering from untreated illnesses or are suicidal,
also contributing to job-related stress. According to
research, correctional officer stress is also linked to
psychological and emotional disorders and COs
report serious psychological distress at a rate about
twice that of the general public.ix
Violence & Self-Harm
From 1999 to 2008, 113 correctional officers lost
their lives while at workx. COs experience non-fatal
violent incidents more than people working in every
other profession besides police officersxi and COs
commit suicide at twice the rate of the general
population.xii In 2007, experts reported violence
against correctional staff members resulted in 2,000
injuries every year.xiii The Bureau of Justice
Assistance found that staff at private prisons
experienced 49% more assaults than their public
counterparts. xiv

For more information about the nexus of criminal justice and labor issues, please contact In the Public Interest’s
Tory Brown at tbrown@inthepublicinterest.org or call 202-429-1139

Coming Together
There are instances of solidarity between correctional officers and inmates in order to push for changes to
prison conditions that could be modeled in other states. In Texas, for example, a lack of air conditioning during
brutal summertime heat led to dangerous conditions for prisoners and correctional officers. The Texas Civil
Rights Project joined the University of Texas School of Law Civil Rights clinic to sue the state on behalf of people
incarcerated at facilities without proper temperature control. The union representing correction officers at the
same facilities publicly supported the lawsuit and has advocated for air conditioning in prisoner housing areas.xv
Overcrowding and understaffing are working together to create harsh and inhumane conditions for both
workers and prisoners. And America’s prisons and jails should not be where we address mental illness in
America. Common sense solutions that create safer workplaces, better living conditions for inmates and
effective community mental health systems can be fostered by powerful and meaningful collaboration between
unions, prison reform advocates, prisoner rights organizations and criminal justice experts.
Quick Facts:
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Correctional staff members suffer 2,000 injuries from non-fatal violent incidents on the job every yearxvi,
and from 1999 to 2008 113 correctional officers lost their lives while at workxviii.
Staff at private prisons experienced 49% more assaults than public prisons staffxix.
44% of correctional officers report symptoms of PTSD and they also report higher levels of depression,
sleep difficulty, and memory impairmentxx.
Correctional facility workers have higher rates of depression, anxietyxxi, divorce and substance abusexxii
than the general public and other law enforcement professionals.
Correctional officers commit suicide at nearly twice the rate of police officers and the general publicxxiii.
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